Human mast cells adhere to and migrate on epithelial and vascular basement membrane laminins LM-332 and LM-511 via alpha3beta1 integrin.
Mast cells (MCs) are multifunctional effectors of the immune system that are distributed in many tissues, often in close association with the basement membrane of blood vessels, epithelium and nerves. Laminins (LMs), a family of large alphabetagamma heterotrimeric proteins, are major components of basement membrane that strongly promote cell adhesion and migration. In this study, we investigated the role of LM isoforms and their integrin receptors in human MC biology in vitro. In functional assays, alpha3-(LM-332) and alpha5-(LM-511) LMs, but not alpha1-(LM-111), alpha2-(LM-211), or alpha4-(LM-411) LMs, readily promoted adhesion and migration of cultured MCs. These activities were strongly enhanced by various stimuli. alpha3-LM was also able to costimulate IL-8 production. Among LM-binding integrins, MCs expressed alpha(3)beta(1), but not alpha(6)beta(1), alpha(7)beta(1), or alpha(6)beta(4), integrins. Blocking Abs to alpha(3)beta(1) integrin caused inhibition of both cell adhesion and migration on alpha3- and alpha5-LMs. Immunohistochemical studies on skin showed that MCs colocalized with epithelial and vascular basement membranes that expressed alpha3- and alpha5-LMs and that MCs expressed alpha(3) integrin but not alpha(6) integrin(s). These results demonstrate a role for alpha3- and alpha5-LMs and their alpha(3)beta(1) integrin receptor in MC biology. This may explain the intimate structural and functional interactions that MCs have with specific basement membranes.